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S. A. T. C. MEN AND BARRACKS UNDER CONSTRUCTION
S. A. T. C. ESTABLISHED AT C. P. S.

WELL-KNOWN MEN IN S. A. T. C.

TRIALS OF A COLLEGE BURSAR

GOOD PROSPECTS FOR FOOTBALL

The Student Training Corps of the Col- A Chatty Talk With Our New Registrar Lincoln and Stadiumites Vie for Honors Danielson, Captain; Young, Manager- Olympia Also Contributes Men
Great Enthusiasm Displayed
—Some of Her Numerous Duties
lege Rapidly Getting Into Shape
--

With 100 in e m b e r s the Student
Army Training Corps of the College
is rapidly whipping into shape. The
S. A. T. C., along with the Corps
established in Colleges thruout the nation, gives men who want to become
soldiers by enlistment and also go to
college to prepare for admission to
officers' training camps the opportunity to do so.
President E. H. Todd has worked
untiringly to have a Corps e s t a blished here, and it is due to his efforts chiefly that such a successful
beginning has been made.
Major William T. Patten had been
assigned us as commanding officer,
but he was ordered this week to Helena, Montana, to take part in general districting work. So a new cornm a n d e r will be appointed immediately.
Lieut. Sampson is in direct charge.
He comes as a man of experience, for
he has served one year and a half
with the Canadian Troops in France
and was wounded three times. He
has the assurance and bearing of a
true soldier.
About one hundred men have enlisted, and barracks are rapidly being
completed for the quartering of the
men. The barracks are one of the
finest erected for military work, being
a large, two-story building with all
modern conveniences, including showers and wash-rooms. The ground floor
contains the kitchen, mess hall and
lounging room, while the entire upper
floor is given over to one large barracks, quartering over a hundred men.
The Boys' Dormitory may also have
to be taken over for sleeping qunrters.
Drill has already started, and as
soon as college is re-opened, classes
will he resumed. Courses offered the
war men include War French, War
German, Mathematics, Physics, ChemContinued on Page 8
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i. U. is coixiposeu 01 men
from every part of the country. Some
rcgster from Oregon, California, and
other southern states, while s o m e
come from as far east as Michigan.
The majority, however, are Washington men, with Tacoma in the lead
among the contributing cities.
Lincoln and Stadium High Schools
seem to have given an equal number
of "shining lights," some of w h o m
were quite well known in high school
activities.
The Lincoln quota includes Cleve
Olson, star half-back, ti-ack man, and
Chemistry "wizard"; Eddie Danielson, who holds the ttile of best alli-ound athlete in the city; Clarence
Olson, the Ford speed king; Arthur
Cotton, "Parkiand Pig Propagator";
"Handsome" Merritt Smyth; "Silent"
Gordon Macauley, Harry Berg, William Herber, Walter Sather, Walter
Bergstrom, Henry Benthien, the big
strawberry-blonde guard; Kingston
Lister, Lee Erkhart, Willard Yerkes,
Leland Yerkes, William Reid, "One
Round" Mark Disch, Floyd Layton,
Irvin Caddey, Roger Oles, Harold Peterson, Clyde Allen, Orin Sin1ons, of
"Lincoinian" f a m e ; Russel Athow,
Harland Allington.
Of the Stadium aggregation, some
of the most familiar ones are Harold
"Haily" Veith, last year's football
captain and back-field star; "Shelly"
P e a r n e, football, basketball, and
swimming expert; Joe Maseck, Herbert Cheim, George Westerman, football man; H. C. G r u b e r, Ward
Pierce, football and French "enthusiast"; Carl Peterson, James Kirkbridge "auto-wrecker"; Don Haskell,
midget football and basketball celebrity; Ed. Longstreth, and Ralph
Thompson.
New men are continually coming
in, and no official list has been made,
so s e v e r a 1 names may have been
omitted. Nor do we of the Tacoma
(1

My Dear Peggy:
Let me warn you in the beginning
that this epistle cannot be called a
letter! In school days we were taught
to write about the o t h e r party's
affairs. But I am going to tell you
a little of war—that is, being a
registrar and bursar in an up-tothe-minute college with a real, live
S. A. T. C. You know, I am somewhat new on the "job" and feel I
had a slight taste of what life might
be near the trenches.
The halls of old C. P. S. have
never resounded with the laugh and
chatter of such a student body as
is here this fall. Two hundred twenty
young people have enrolled, and 95
of them are accepted S. A. T. C.
Men. Do you wonder that one thrills
with pride when one sees such a
class of young people, and realizes
they are the very flower of the
nation?
The days of registration were quite
harrowing in that we tried to get
each applicant thoroughly adjusted
lest we have mistakes to correct.
Some funny little incidents occurred, of course. One little lady appealed for help, stating: "You know
I am just a Freshman!"
Another Freshman who made himself thoroly at home and assisted
greatly is one called by f eli o wstudents "Sunshine!"
One day while hurrying thru the
Continued on Puge 4
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GLEN MILLER NOW STATIONED AT
CAMP FREMONT

Word has been received from Glen
Miller, who is also at Camp Fremont
now. He is in F. H. 31, Sanitary
Train. He was expecting to enter
the next Officers' Training Camp,
Field Artillery. Miller will be remembered as the star forward on
the 1917 basketball team.

----------

Continued on Page 6
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Football season started with a bang
last Thursday when a goodly number of the boys met and e 1 e c t e d
"Eddie" Danielson captain.
Harold Young, athletic manager,
had charge of the meeting, and announced that the boys would have
a football coach. As this will do
away with student coaches, the team
should be whipped together in a short
time, he says. The team will be
allowed two trips this season, one of
them being to Bellingham probably.
Danielson, who is a well-known
Tacoma athlete, will coach the men
until the new coach arrives. Hally
Veith, another Stadium football man,
will assist him.
The team will probably be light,
but the S. A. T. C. has some of the
fastest men in Tacoma, as well as
several experienced out-of-town men.
As only one of last year's team is
back, the team will be composed of
men who have never played together.
No practice time has been set, but
the boys are e x p e c t i n g to put in
double time on the grid, during the
suspension of classes. It is planned
that when college opens again, things
will start with a snap!
Lieut. Sampson M iii t a r y commander of the S. A. T. C., is back
of the boys in all their plans for
sports, and is helping them arrange
hours so as not to interfere with drill
hours.

INFLUENZA SCARE CLOSES COLLEGE

Excitement reigned at C. P. S. last
Thursday morning when the news
was spread that the College, along
with other Tacoma schools, would be
closed indefinitely—or until all danger
of an influenza epidemic was over.
The order came from Mayor C. M.
Riddell and Robert D. Wilson, City
Continued on Page 8
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THE SENATOR'S SUNBEAMS AT
THE BOYS' DORM.

STANDARIJ
STEAM
LAUNDRY

04

Taking it for granted that every"who," "what," and
0 fl e k n 0 W
"where" Senatsr Davis is, we will
now proceed vth enumeration of his
proteges, infant and otherwise!
Firstly, M? Burk, commonly called
The Reverend- still abides in room
Senior who has not
13. Buik is
yet attained that social standard
where diaci *jcal markings distinguish him a.t such.
Secondly, Young is returned to us,
and being the only Junior boy, he
is at once overburdened. B e i n g
Young, tho, he hopes to survive!
Thirdly, and three in number, are
the Sophomores. Erp returns after
a year of fruit gathering at Grays
River. Kinch, of Snohomish, occupies the middle half of Elder Nye's
sleeping q u a r te s, and Clay does
likewise with Young. Clay has been
recently at the Sacajawea furnace
room!
Before embarking on the enumeration of the infant proteges, we
are not forgetting Nye, who is beginning his second year as a schoolmaster.
Honor is ours, for the President of
the Freshman Class is temporarily
located within these crumbling walls.
The Williston Brothers hail I r o m
Vancouver or, more recently, Morton,
Wash.
Chester D. Ellis, better recognizd
as "0. K.," was until recently a roomer here. Now that he has abdicated,
a rumor would be the correct designation!
Haycox and Cunningham were educated to their present status in our
Capital City. One would naturally
suppose Olympia to be the most
scenic city in the state, judging from
its verdant offerings!
Harris, Provoe, Williams, and Van
Walker are natives of Oakville. We
surely appreciate the spirit of Oakville in sending us their populace.
Other strays include Morgan, of
Orting; Johnston, of Shelton; Giddings, of Rainier; Groth, of Vancouver; Brady, of National; Beeker,
of Chehalis, and Poster, of Lebam.
If the truth were told, this sextette
would rank with Olympia's offering.
Still, our highest hopes are that with
sufficient tutoring and drilling, they
will be able to do "right dress" without the use of their pockets!
Altho not a member of the S. A.
T. C., Ascar is still a most welcome
Sunbeam! He is a more permanent
occupant of Room 13. He evidently
has good judgment, for he came all
the way from Manila, P. I., to take
up collegiate work at C. P. S.
When the barracks are finished,
the Senator's Sunbeams will be red u c e d pitifully in numbers! For
Messrs. Burk, Nye, and Ascar will
be left to uphold the fame of the
DORM!

We Solicit Your Patronage
First Class Work is Our Motto

COLLEGE AGENCY
See Burk, Men's Hall, No. 13

Laundry called for Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Returned Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.

HERE'S HOW!!
To the C. P. S. For Another Year. Success
to Your Faculty, Your Students, Your New

U. S. Army in the Making.
—And a suggestion:
—This store is a good, safe and reliable source of supply for nearly
every human need for man or woman. At your service.

THE STONE FISHER CO.
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WASHINGTON TOOL & HARDWARE CO.

Carries a Complete Stock of
Athletic Goods and Military Supplies

10th & Pacific Ave.

+

YOU WILL FIND
SNAPPY YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING
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THE SACAJAWEA

Gordon Hats a Specialty

Toward the close of last school year,
the Girl's Dormitory, known for years
as Helen's Hall, was incorporated
into a house club. The girls chose
the name Sacajawea, from the name
of the Indian Maiden who guided
the Lewis and Clark exploring trip
thru the Northwest.

Pacific Avenue at Eleventh Street.

4.

1134 Pacific Ave.
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Our slogan is, at present:
Smile, Serve, Save!
Smile!—Who wouldn't when we're
so pleased with the good eats Miss
Bailey plans! Then, too, the cook
makes the fattest cookies! Of course,
she eppreciates the fact that it is a
compliment to take the second helping.
But Sunshine, as you know, is "superlatively complimentary", and sometimes it is necessary for the tribe
to chant: "God Save Our Splendid
Men !"
Serve!—We serve three meals a
day. Let us know when you are
coming!
Save!—We save all the prune seeds!
Per
Miss Bi'ing-it-on-skie,
M.M.

Full Line Hardware
and
Electrical Apparatus
also
Athletic Goods

F. C. JONAS & SONS
Main 2899

2503 Sixth Ave.:
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W. C. BELL & SONS

THE DICKSON BOOT SHOP

=4 =9

IMPROVEMENTS
'.9
Each daughter has had a selfstarter installed in her room, name'y
—a "Junior Tatto" or a "Baby Ben."
We have made a new rulingto keep the salt on the left side of
the table. Why? Because Lot's wife
was salt and she was left. And have
you noticed we have new covers for
the salt shakers?
Help! Help!! We have had only
three different young men this week
to "keep the home fires burning" in
the furnace; but who could blame
them for not wanting to "make it
hot for us"? Our cook left Saturday
night, so Miss Bailey did the cooking
Sunday. We are all well!

=4

at Bell's; also a full line of Shirts, Neckwear, Silk Hose, Work and
Dress Shoes, etc.

When it came to a question of whether we ran this shop or
permitted the Walkover Shoe people to run it for us, we decided
to run it ourselves and let them go by themselves.

from Nw Richmond, Indiana.
Miss Winifred Hopkins—from Raymond, Washington, who will receive
you.
Miss Ruth Woods—of Cle Elum,
Washington, who will entertain you.
Miss Laura Neville—of Wallville,
who will play for you.
Miss Violette Clark—of Brewster,
who will bloom for you.
Miss Madeline Meiers—who will
"wait" for you.

1

I
1

4th Floor Nat. Bank Tac. Bldg.
TACOMA
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THE WHO'S WHO OF THE TRIBE
Miss Bailey—the head of the Home
Economics Department, and chief advisor of the tribe. She comes to us

I

H. D. BAKER & CO.

I

Office Requirements and Specialties

I
I
I

I Type-Writers, All Makes Rented
and Repaired
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know a few letters in the code. The
bugler's position is with the captain,
whose orders are signaled to the firing line.
"I go on guard this evening. Two
buglers go on each day and play all
the calls of the day. We have had a
variety of drills since leaving Camp
Lewis. It is all interesting, but I
prefer the Trumpet Corps to carrying a gun. There are lots of rumors
about our going overseas, but I don't
believe we can tell anything about
it—only when we go, we will go!
"This camp is not nearly so well
equipped as Camp Lewis as for buildings. We sleep in tents. Seven men
occupy a tent which is about 20 feet
square, so there is lots of room. But
everything here has the appearance
of being temporary, and for the
period of the war. There is one fine
feature about this camp, tho, and
that is that it has plenty of large,
spreading oak trees. During drill,
whenever possible, the officers divide
us up into squads and keep us in the
shade. We surely appreciate that!
"Heard that C. P. S. has a good
enrollment this year. I am glad for
that! Hope that the Training Camp
will be a feature!
"Tell all the boys 'hello!'

LETTERS FROM "OVER THERE"
.14

Vincet Hart, '21, will be remembered as president of the Freshman
Class of last year and a member of
the Amphictyon Literary Society.
He was also prominent in all Y. M.
C. A. arI war work, being in charge
of the Y. M. C. A. Student Relief
Fund. Fe enlisted with the 29th Engineers Last March, and arrived in
France ast month. The following
was takefl from an interesting letter
recently'eceived from him:
"The ast I wrote was from the
rest camp—just after landing. Since
then I kave seen quite a bit of
France. We did not stay there long,
but came inland.
"Fran- is a very pretty country.
We are r )W in one of the mountainous sectns, and we passed thru
another. Of course the mountains
here are not high like the mountains 'back home,' but are merely
rolling hils. In the distance can be
seen the rising foothills of higher
mountains which are visible in clear
weather, they say.
"I am in quite a romantic country.
The barrazks are just outside of a
walled cit'. There is a deep moat,
tho now -y, all around it, and part
of the way there is a double moat.
The walls are high, and from thirty
to forty ft thick. The great gates
across the moat are now reinforced
from beneath. The oldest building
that I have yet seen was dated 1215.
I would cirtainly like to read the
history of the old place.
"A thing that interested me greatly was tFs old French system of
washipg clothes. Water is piped in
thru lead pipes. L o n g c e m e n t
troughs arE made in which they run
water to crash their clothes. Everybody uses the same watr. Quite
sanitary!
"I admire the Frenchman's barbed
wire fencer All the fences are built
of dirt piled from three to six feet
high, and there is usually a hedge
on top of them. So you don't see
much of the country by walking along
a country rjad.
"I was scnewhat surprised to find
that so m.ny of the people here

speak English. Nearly all of the
children speak it, and many of the
grown-ups. The prices here are about
the same as in the United States,
which was probably caused by the
soldiers when they first came over.
"The French women peddle nuts
and figs a r o u n d (censored), and
often charge a good price for things
but I guess they need it more than
we do. To hear the French children
coming down the road in their wooden shoes you would think a team
of horses had broken loose!
"We are well fed, and are well
housed, except when it rains too
hard. At present, we are busy working around the barracks, and have
not gotten started on our new work.
I am not sure yet whether I will
get the work I want or not, but will
find out in a few days. I may be
sent to school to learn a new line of
work.
"Greetings to all old friends!"
A card was recently received by
Prof. Walter S. Davis from Sergt.
Howard J. Rogers, a former C. P. S.
student, who is now "Somewhere in
the Service." The card reads:
"The war is still progressing! It
rains quite often, and the mud is
much in evidence. I have seen many
of the old historic places we used to
read and talk about. The "Poor
Peasants" here treat us fine, and it
hardly seems that we are foreigners. No complaints to make at all!"
His address is 119 Infantry, 1st
Replacement Bn., U. S. Marines, A.
E. F.
William Allen Cook, '19, is now at
Camp Fremont, California, and the
letters received from him prove that
he is still interested in C. P. S. The
following was taken from a letter
written to Loyd Burk:
"About a week ago, I was transferred to Co. C, 62nd Inf., as bugler.
There are two of us in each company. Everything is going fine. My
little experience with a band instrument helps me with the bugle, but
aside from that, there is much to
learn about signaling. Haven't done
very much with that yet altho I

Elmer Anderson, better known to
C. P. S. as "Andy," is now one of
Uncle Sam's boys, and is stationed
at Camp Lewis. He is in the 38th
Field Artillery.
You have missed many thrilling
tales if you haven't heard all about
"My First Shot," "Ten Hours' K. P."
and "My Measles Quarantine!" But
in spite of it, Andy says, "Oh, boy,
this is the life!"
We have heard that Andy is on
the way to being a non-com. We also
heard that there was someone over
from Yakima to see him this summer, but we will let Andy speak for
himself about that!
C. P. S. will miss Anderson this
year in athletics and many other
college activities. The Sophomore
class will miss him in the president's
chair. It has even been intimated
that several of the Sophomore girls
are looking lonesome.

after arriving at the detention camp,
I was put in command of Company 3.
There are about eight companies in
the bunch. I was later promoted to
the command of the second company.
"From there I went with my bunch
to the upper camp, where I was
made a section chief in our company. That makes me an acting
petty officer.
"Tomorrow we go on the target
range. Two days of it, and we must
qualify or shoot till we do. Rumors
about camp say we are going to
Siberia one of these days. Siberia
would be some place to winter in!
Just imagine us in our suits there!
We are learning army drill and that
means t r e n c h e s sooner or later.
Suits me all right!
"Hear that C. P. S. is going to
have a Training School. I hope she
gets the men!
"This must end"Yours for a dead Kaiser,
"HACK."
"P. S.—Sept. 27.—All letters must
have a postscript! This one is to
tell you that I made the Officers'
Material School today. Thot it would
be too late to get in now, but thot
I might make it in December. We
got back from target range at 10
p. m. yesterday. Took us six hours
to go three miles in a launch.
"K. D. G.
"Officers' Material School, N a v a 1
Training Station, Seattle."
The Student Body extends its sincere sympathy to Miss Alice Baker,
our Student Body vice-president, in
the loss of her father recently.
Sympathy is also extended to Russell Clay, whose brother died of influenza at Ft. Sherman, last week.

M. E. FORD

President
C.

M. HARVEY

Secretary-Treasurer

WEST SIDE GROCERY CO.
Incor rnrated

Grocers
J. Herbert Geoghegan, prominent
in C. P. S. activities for two years,
is now a Y. M. C. A. secretary in
the Spruce Division at the Vancouver
Barracks. He has charge of all
programs and recreation work in
Building No. 3.
While in C. P. S., Mr. Geoghegan
took a leading part in the Y. M. C.
A., Oxford Club, and Philomathean
Society, besides c a r r y I n g on his
church work. He represented Philo
in debate, and was one of the two
members chosen to represent C. P. S.
in intelcollegiate debate. C. P. S. is
proud to give such a capable, enthusiastic man to the Service.
C. P. S. is wondering how it is
going to get along without Coach
Goodman this year. We are also
wondering how "Hack" looks with
his little white sailor hat perched on
top of his golden pompadour. Since
we cannot see him, we will read a
part of one of his letters to C. P. 5.:
"September 23, '18.
"Paper is scarce here and so is
ink. I am writing in Todd and Hanawalt's tent. I don't get as much
C. P. S. news as I would like.
"I guess you haven't heard from
me since I 'hit' the navy. A week

Phone Main 702 2802-4 6th Ave.

Guaranteed

Watches
1124 Bdwy.

A. A. HINZ
FLORIST and DECORATOR

Corner of K and So. 7th Streets
Phone Main 2655

C. W. ROWELL, Grocer
Ten Years in Same Location

2411 Sixth Ave.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Main 3371
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AS A FORTNIGHTLY
With this issue, "THE TRAIL"
makes its initial appearance as a
fortnightly! The change came after
hours of thot, two Central Board
meetings, and two Student Assemblies on the subject. For "The Trail"
has been a monthly since 1911!
Now, it rests with the Student
Body to decide whether the change
was a wise one! For "The Trail must
uphold the tradition of the school,
as it is the only written record of
the College, and the only means by
which other colleges, our friends, and
prospective students can gauge the
life and spirit of the school. So let's
do our utmost to interpret this life
and spirit, and make this fortnightly
truly representative of every student
and group of students in C. P. S.!
OUR PROFESSORS
In addition to the former members
of our faculty, the Student Body welcomes Miss Ruth P. Bailey, the new
head of the Home Economics Department. She is a g r a d u a t e of
Northwestern University, and has her
masters' degree from Purdue University. We like you, Miss Bailey, and
we hope that you like us! Moreover,
we have a suspicion that you do!
Altho an old friend to the Student
Body, Prof. Morton comes to us as
our new dean. He has already won
the love and respect of the Student
Body, who had learned to know him
as Professor of Religion.
Our new registrar, Miss Grace A.
Hill, is rapidly becoming p o p u 1 a 1
with the students, for she is efficient,
friendly, and helpful!
The College has added a valuable
member to her faculty in Mrs. Elsie
Wood Schofield, who will teach Spanish in the department of M o d e r a
Languages. Mrs. Schofield has endeared herself to the students, among
whom she is well-known.
Lynn Bush, former instructor in
Portland University, comes to us this
year as instructor in Mathematics,
map-drawing, and military t o p ography. Mr. Bush is a member of
the 3d Washington Infantry, a n d
altho his work will be confined largely
to the S. A. T. C., yet we believe that
his influence will be felt by the student body as a whole.
The faculty now stands: Dr. Edward H. Todd, president; Ira A. Morton, dean and professor of religion;
John 0. Foster, Professor of Religion; Walter S. Davis, professor of
History and Social Sciences; Francis
W. Hanawalt, professor of Mathematics and Astronomy; Mabel Riley
Marsh, professor of Biological Sciences; Georgia Reneau, professor of
English; Martelle Elliott Davis, pro-

lessor of Modern Languages; Ransom Harvey, professor of Physical
Sciences ; 0. E. Reynolds, professor of
Education and Psychology; Ruth P.
Bailey, professor of Home Economics;
Lynette Hovious, professor of Public
Speaking; Jessie L. Rummel, Instructor in Home Economics and EducatiOI1; Elsie Wood Schofield, Instructor
in Spanish; Lynn Bush, Instructor in
Mathematics; Grace A. Hill, Registrar.
We welcome you all!
Influenza has been on "The Trail"
this issue, scaring away many write
—ups and reports!
PROFESSOR MARSH
.14

A letter has been received from
Prof. Arthur L. Marsh, who was
granted leave of absence to spend a
year at Columbia. And as this opening issue of "The Trail" would hardly
seem complete without a word frem
Prof. Marsh, who has contributed
so much to the College in the seventeen years he was associated with
us, we are happy to print the following letter from him. We know that
he is taking the same enthusiasm and
"love of achievement" with him in
his world at Columbia as he had in
his work at C. P. S. The Student
Body wish him a happy and prosPeIOUS year, and a speedy return to
us.
14

"Somewhere in Indiana"
Aboard the
"Chicago-New Yock Special"
New York Central Railroad
September 23, 1918.
Dear Friends in "Puget Sound":-While speeding toward the sunrise,
my heart is "right there" in Tacoma,
at 3005 North Eighth Street and the
College of Puget Sound. Before I
reach my "far country" and become
lost in the "riotous living" of a bookworm in the great university in the
great city, I want to say "good bye"
and "God bless you" to all my friends
in the college of my scholastic birth
and service.
In the first place,—because this is
my first opportunity,—I want to express to you something of my great
appreciation of your compliment in
dedicating that splendid Commencement issue of "The Trail" to your
departing dean. It was one of the
several delightful surprises of my
last semester with you that soften the
hardship of my separation. I need
not assure you that my nineteen
years' relation with "Puget Sound"
and my close association of months
and years with you make it haid to
say "good bye." Your cordial words
and kindly tokens assure me that my
life and labors among you have not

been wholly one-sided in benefit and
blessing, and I leave you with a
deeper satisfaction that our iv a y s
have been thus far together.
In spite of leaving so much of my
heart behind me, I am having a delightful journey and am looking forward to my year's work in Teachers'
College with keen expectancy. It will
be a welcome relief and enjoyable cxperience to be free from the responsibilities and concerns of a college
officer and instructor and be able to
"sit at the feet" of Gamaliels for a
whole year. And since I can't serve
"over there," it will be a great opportunity, I feel sure, to spend a year
at the blink of "the pond" on this
side, where the mighty tides and currents of this greatest and last war
pour in and out.
For you who "keep the home fires
b u r n i a g" at "Puget Sound," and
t h e r e help to feed the purifying
flames across the seas, I trust that
this year will be fraught with signal
success and satisfaction. I shall be
keen and expectant to hear of your
achievements, b o t h collectively and
individually, in the year that you are
b e g i n n i a g today. I trust that a
"double portion" of the spirit of the
Elijahs that have inspired "P u g e t
Sound" in the past may rest this
year on President Todd, Dean Morton, Secretary Gambill and all the
rest of y o u r present prophets and
that each and every one of the student body may belong to Gideon's
"three hundred."
With best wishes for the success of
the Associated Students in all its
activities and for the Faculty in all
its service, and with thanks in advance for this space in "The Trail,'
may I bid you "au rev oir," with a
hearty "Here's to 'Puget Sound'."
Sincerely,
ARTHUR L. MARSH, '08,
(Ex-Dean, Registrar and Professor
of Ancient Languages.)
TRIALS OF A COLLEGE BURSAR
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Drugs and School Supplies

HICKS DRUG COMPANY
Phone M6 Cor. "K" & 6th Ave.

We Sell the Best at the

Lowest Prices

TRY

US

BELL GROCERY
Main 444

I

Good Values in Substantial

FOOTWEAR
For Fall
at

HEDBERG BROS.
1140 Broadway

!'

S.

A. T. C. MEN

Take Natica
We Have That Cake You Missed
at Mess
Main 53.
2412 Sixth Ave.

o For a First Class Shave or Haircut
gotothe

Continued from Page One

hall, I overheard one of last year's
students say: "Isn't she fierce! She
makes you pay right up or give the
exact day when you will!" Work
comes first, of course, Peggy, but one
doesn't like to have the students feel
you are really "fierce"! But as soon
as the strain of the first rush is
over, we will h a v e t i m e to get
acquainted and then, rigidity of rules
will be forgotten.
Oh, yes! one of our happy Freshmen of the S. A. T. C. certainly has
ambitions! For we found the words"Yes, I'd like to be," after the word
"Major" on the Registration blank.
We also leained that several of
our S. A. T. C. men were quite nonplused at having "major" staring
them in the face so early in the
game!
One of the girls asked me to write
an article for their school paper,
"The Trail," and upon my declaring
my inability to write, she exclaimed:
"Why, you talk a lot,—you should be
able to write."
While you are fortunate enough
to follow in the trail of the army,
I feel the young women of C. P. S.
are helping just as truly to win this
war, as are the men of the S. A. T. C.
Requesting your best wishes for
the best year C. P. S. has ever known,
I am.
H. Allington says he would like to
he as fat as Ellis, or as tall as Lee
Yerkes. As it is, he makes too good
a target!

B. & B. BARBER SHOP
Between "K" and "J" on 11th St.
"The Shop with the Green Front"

New Fall and Winter Foot Wear
For Young Men and Women, also
Officers' Regulation Shoes and
Puttees

C. & G. BOOT SHOP
936 Broadway

+
4'
Waterman Fountain Pens
Eversharp Silver & Gold Pencils

PIONEER BINDERY &
PRINTING CO.
947 Broadway-948 Commerce

YANSEN'S
CONFECTIONERY
Chocolates
Stationery, Light Groceries, SubPost Office
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The crowning social event of the
first week of school was the Y. M.
C. A.-Y. W. C. A. Mixer in the halls
of the Administration Building Saturday e v e n I n g. The halls were
decorated with lattice work overhung
with masses of clematis vine, a huge
canopy being formed of an American
flag. With the brilliant lighting, it
was a beautiful setting for the first
real social event of the year.
As the upper classmen arrived, they
were met by a long receiving line.
Those in the receiving line were
Miss Mabel Amende, president of the
Y. W. C. A.; Harry Gardner, president of the Y. M. C. A.; President
and Mrs. Todd, Dean and Mrs. Morton, Mr. and Mrs. Marmaduke Dodsworth, Dr. and Mrs. Gambill, Prof.
and Mrs. Hanawalt, Prof. and Mrs.
Harvey, Prof. Reynolds, Mrs. Hovions, Miss Reneau, Mrs. Davis, Prof.
and Mrs. Schofield, Prof. Davis, Miss
Ru mm e I, Mrs. Marsh, and Miss
Grace McGandy.
About nine o'clock, a t e r r i b 1 e
racket was heard outside. Then the
fun began! The Sophomores over
in their corner tried to outdo those
irrepressible Freshmen, who snakedanced into the hall, each wearing a
green cap and bib with '22 staring
out in bold figures. Both the Freshman and Sophomore stunts were unusually clever, and paved the way
toward a true "mixer."
For a time the noise was deafening. Then it subsided and the Freshmen were directed to go down the
receiving line. A genuine mixer
followed, as the new students became acquainted with their upper
classmen.
The following pleasing program
was given during the evening:
Speech of Welcome .............
.Marmaduke Dodsworth
Girls' Quartet—"Coming' Thru the
Rye," "Beautiful Katy"
Violin Solo ...........Ed. Pickert
Later a number of college girls
served delicious refreshments In the
new Y. W. C. A. room.
The committees in charge were:
Entertainment, Marion Myers, Maude
Shunk, Ruth Hallin. Refreshments,
Madeline Meiers, C h a r 1 i n e Tuell,
Thelma Hastings. Decorations, Bessie P 1 sants, Clyde Kinch, Frank
Williston, Mr. Ciscar, Emil Berger.
The program was in charge of Miss
Olive Martin.
BEAN FEED
The annual bean feed of the College was put over with unusual pep
this year. As early as eight o'clock
Monday morning, the thirty-five figures clad in bakers' outfits were seen
hurrying from one building to another. The new students began to
grow curious (and hungry)—and by
12:30, when the bugle sounded, there
was a goodly array of both our feminine representation and our newly
acquired soldiers.
When all were seated at the long
tables, a lively and efficient bunch
of these baker-clad figures, wearing
the insignia "Bean Feeders" filed in
with loaded plates.
After demonstrating their appreciation to the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W.
C. A. Cabinets for the feed, the students were given the pleasure of
hearing some of their well-known
leaders.
Dr. Todd was toastmaster, and
the following original program of
toasts was given:
"Tacoma" .. Marmaduke Dodsworth

"Hearty Appetite". Dr. E. H. Schuett
"Enthusiasm" ......Dr. E. N. Askey
"Because" .....Miss Helen Bradley
"Empty" ......Miss Madeline Meiers
"Ammunition" ......Everett Buckley
"Neck-ties" ..........Charline Tuell
"Foolishness" .......Harry Gardner
"Everything" . . . Miss Mabel Amende
"Epicure" .............Miss Bailey
"Digestion" ...........Dean Morton

c

Y. W. C. A. RECEPTION
A delightful informal reception was
given Thursday afternoon of the first
week when the old students entertamed the new girls at Dr. Todd's
residence on the Campus. Music and
"mixer" games featured in the afternoon's program. Humorous selections were given by a girls' quartet,Mabel Amende, Gladys Moe, Lois
Noble, and Frances King.
At the close of the afternoon, light
refreshments were served. The comnlittee in charge was Maurine Martin, Irene Doran, and W i a i f r e d
Wayne.
The college girls present were Lois
Noble, Margaret Sayre, Vera Sinclair,
Florence Todd, Florence Maddock,
Edith Palmer, Frances G o e h i i n g,
Ruth Woods, Katherine Votaw, Winifred Wayne, Theo Morrow, V i o 1 e t
Clarke, Lodemia Kilborn, Gladys Moe,
Ermine W a r r e n, Maurine Martin,
Irene Doran, Mabel Amende, Charline
Tuell, Olive Martin, Frances King,
Mrs. Ira A. Morton, Myrtle Warren,
Marion Rice, Marie Beardsley, Miss
Hopkins, Miss Jeifries, Rosa Pederson, Marion Myers, Maude Shunk,
and Mrs. Edward H. Todd.
,.4
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THETA NOTES
The Theta girls are back eleven
strong and ready to put more enthusiasm and life into the college activities than ever before. So that the
new students may know who we are,
allow us to introduce Alice Baker,
Iren Doran, Ruth Goulder, Maurine
Martin, Olive Martin, Gladys Moe,
Josephine Moore, Lois Noble, Esther
Temple, Charline Tuell and Winifred
Wayne.
Theta has cause to be very proud of
all her alumni, and especially of the
Misses Alma and Irma Tuell, sisters
of our present president, who are now
Red Cross nurses in France and also
Miss Lyle Ford who is in the War
Work service of the Y. W. C. A. in
Astoria, Oregon. Theta itself is backing these representatives on the field
by doing work at home. During the
past year we devoted every other
meeting to sewing for French and
Belgian children's relief, besides all
the sox and sweaters we have knitted
for our soldiers "over there." Theta
is a strictly girls' society but we too
are doing our best to help win the
war.
We want to urge every girl to come
to our programs—we want to get
acquainted with you and we want you
to know us. We have our meetings
in the Theta room on the third floor
at the right of the art room.
Here are our next two programs:
In Lotus-Land Japan
Song ..................... "Theta"
"Temples of Kyoto" . .. . Gladys Moe
"An Ascent of Fuji-San"
Maurine Martin
"Flower Festivals of Tokyo"
Winifred Wayne
"Concerning Japanese Women"
Charline TueH
The Happy Irish
Irish Song ............Gladys Moe
"By the Wayside" ......Lois Noble

"The Dame" ..........Irene Doran
"The Orange Capital" . . Alice Baker
"Because It Is Always Dublin"
Olive Martin
"Don't they sound interesting?
Come and hear them!
PHILO
Philo is back this year with fifteen
members. They are Madeline Meiers, Mabel Amende, Lois Buckingham, Marion Myers, Vera Sinclair,
Ruth Vigus, Gladys Trew, Ruth Halun, Maude Shunk, Thelma Hastings,
Marie Pederson, E r in i n e Warren,
Harold Young, Lloyd Burk, and Russel Clay.
The first program of the year was
given October 8, on "The Seven Wonders of the World." The numbers
follow:
Instrumental Solo ......Ruth Hallin
Camp Lewis .......Russel Clay
Shipyards . .. . Thelma Hastings
Parks ........Madeline Meiers
Vocal Solo .............Ruth Vigus
Schools ..........Maude Shunk
Lois Buckingham
Churches
G. Museum ........Harold Young
7. C. P. S. ........... Loyd Burk
"There Is a School on Puget Sound"
Society
Round Robin Letters . . Gladys Trew

Vice-President .........Miss Smith
Secretary ............Miss Brasslin
Treasurer ............Miss Schultz
Trail Reporter .....Miss Hendricks
The program committee is ably
composed of Miss Hover, Miss Wilburt and Miss Brasslin
We hear that Percy Harader is
still at the Base Hostpital, Camp
Lewis. Alvin Campbell is attending
the U. of W. Two of our members
are teaching school this winter: Margaret Darwin and Eunice Merrit,
while Henrietta Taylor has deserted
us to go to Bellingham Normal.
We are looking forward to a very
delightful year and extend the heartiest invitation to you to attend our
programs. The next three programs
will be in service form, entitled:
Why College?
Why C. P. S.?
Why Amphic?
We are going to enjoy them, because we know they will be fine.
We hope that you will come and enjoy
them, too. Watch our bulletin board
for further announcements!

—MILITARY BOOKSOver a hundred different titles
covering every branch of Service.:

The H. C. S. is unable to make
definite announcement of o p e n I n g
plans due to unusual war pressure.
Definite announcement will be made
in a later issue of The Trail.
(Signed) J. EVERETT BUCKLEY.
AMPHICTYON NOTES
Amphic is not dead yet, altho thru
some mistake we were not advertised
at the "Bean Feed." In fact we
are very much alive, as evidenced
by all who attended our first pi•o
gram for this y e a r. The program
was short and snappy, consisting of
the following numbers:
Piano Solo ..........Sophia Schultz
Reading .......Elizabeth .Pangborn
Vocal Solo ...............Mr. Bain
Crystal Gazing .....Pansy Hendrick
Steel Guitar Solo .....Muriel Hover
Memories .............Mr. Gardner
Extempo .............Miss Bradley
We are very sorry that Helen Bradley, our president for this year, is
unable to be with us. We expected
great things of Helen. Anton Erp, a
former student of C. P. S. and an old
Amphictyon, has been elected to fill
her place. The officers' staff in full
is as follows:
President ................Mr. Erp

COLE-MARTIN CO.
Books—Stationery—Engraving
Main 811

1926 Pacific Ave.

WASHINGTON
DYE WORKS
(Established 1911)
Attention!! S. A. T. C. Men
With every suit cleaned and pressed
we will press one pair pants free
Quality and Service
We Call and Deliver
Main 603

1110 Sixth Ave.

SAY, FELLOWS! I have done

I

your barbering for eight years.
Come again.

JAMES T. COFFMAN
2409 SIXTH AVENUE

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

ICE CREAM

College Confectionery
602 Sprague Avenue

CANDIES

LIGHT GROCERIES

"Stacy Adams", Thompson Bros." and "Uwara" Shoes
All under one roof and doing business at

THE DICKSON BOOT SHOP
1134 Pacific Ave.
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Y. W. C. A. is planning big things
for this year, for she has an unusually strong Cabinet. Miss Mabel
A m e n d e, the president, wants to
know you all, and wants you to
know all of the Cabinet members.
Then she expects you to work because you will want to!
Miss Marion Myers, the Membership Chairman expects 100% membership. She is depending on you!
Miss Frances King, the treasurer.
handles the money so well that you
will be glad to give her your dues,
which are one dollar a year.
Miss Maude Shunk, the secretary,
writes "what," "when," and "where"
we want her to do so, and always
smiles.
Miss Charline Tuell, the devotional
chairman, asks one and all to take
part in the Thursday meetings, and
no one says "No" to her!
Miss Ermine Warren, the Seabeck
chairman, says: "Look at the Conference pictures on the wall in the
Rest Room, ask everybody about Conference, and then begin packing your
suitcases to attend."
Miss Bessie Pleasants, the social
service chairman, and president of
the Patriotic League, knows what the
soldiers need. So, girls, hurry up
and get on her committee.
Miss Ruth Goulder, the world fellowship and bible study chairman, is
unseen these days, but not unheard.
Ruth has not been able to be with us
for some time, but our hopes and
wishes are that she may soon be
strong enough to come back to us.
She has planned the world fellowship
discussion groups, and if you want
to do the right and popular thing,
enlist in one of these classes.
Miss Olive Martin, the social chairman, has fed you beans, taken you
to the afternoon party, and stirred
you all up together at the Mixer.
She is planning other social events
at Camp Lewis, at the City Y. W.
C. A., and at the College. These will
make you wish you were double!
Miss Florence Todd, the publicity
chairman, is always glad to draw, to
write, and to talk for Y. W. C. A.
She wants to talk to you, and "honest to goodness" you will be glad to
listen to her message!
With a calendar already o v e r crowded with dates, let's boost for
every Y. W. C. A. activity during
1918-1919!
88 YOUNG WOMEN IN C. P. S.
4

Eighty-eight lives a day for 280
days-26,640 lives. What are you
doing with your share of this gift of
life?
Girls, all about us are so many
things to be done that we sometimes,
without thinking, say we are too
busy.
In a day when so much presses
upon us to be done for a stricken
world, let us recall that Jesus Christ
in His busiest times turned aside for
prolonged thought and prayer and
for conference with like-minded
friends. In His spirit who sought
from above wisdom and strength for
the needs of His day, let us enter
this new school year. And, as we
try to realize what the strife and
misery of these years mean to God,
let us remember that He asks for
compan i o n s h i p in His suffering:
"What, could ye not watch with
me?"
Am I entering into the mind of
Christ regarding the questions, and
the struggle and woe of this day?
Have I sufficiently clear ideas of

God, as revealed in Christ, to be able
to share His purpose and to give Him
the comradeship of interest and sympathy which He craves from His
children? Is God real to me like my
mother is real?
Am I drawing on Divine resources
of love and wisdom and might, that
I may be a Godsend to my generation?
Have I found a definite aim for
my life in His will, and have I devoted myself whole-heartedly to it?
At the Thursday devotional services or in the World Fellowship
classes some of these questions may
be answered for you by leaders who
have had experience. However, cooperation is necessary on your part
for you gain in proportion to your
giving. We want your college life to
mean the most to you.
The Y. W. C. A. is designed to
develop this well-rounded life. The
Blue Triangle means for each one
growth in body, mind, and spirit.
For your body—the Rest Room is
designed to meet some of your needs.
There are chairs, couches and cushions - there are needles, pins and
thread—there is light, heat and air.
If things do not please you we shall
be very glad for more cushions, pictures, chairs and suggestions.
For your mind—your studies come
first, but in those little spare moments read some of the little booklets, such as "The Business of Being
a Friend," "The Inch Library," "The
Association Monthly," and all other
worth-while literature which is to be
found on the table in the rest room.
For your spirit as well as your
mind—get posted on the data regarding the world fellowship groups which
are soon to be started. These classes
will give you a chance to find out
and express your opinion about world
problems of today. Mrs. R. Schofield, Prof. W. S. Davis and Prof. 0.
H. Reynolds are to be the leaders.
College credit will be given.
You have heard it said so many
times that the boys are giving their
live to u p h ol d the principle of
democracy. Girls—can we afford to
do less than give our lives for the
same cause? We have been accused
of hindering men by certain attitudes of mind which we hold, such
as narrowness, lack of fearlessnest,
submissiveness, selfishness, f e a r of
public opinion, ignorance, class feeling, emphasis upon wrong values,
and losing sight of the real aim.
Shall we continue to allow this to
be true? Let each of us make other
qualities over-balance the above, such
as purity and strength, love and sympathy, cleanliness, religious instinct,
co-operation, patience, "stickibility,"
time and prayer.
If we are all banded together we
can help each other win out!
M. A.
What is the Y. W. C. A.? It is
a world organization with a purpose:
"The purpose of the Association
shall be to unite the women of the
institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ,
to lead them to accept Him as their
personal Savior, to build them up in
the knowledge of Christ, especially
through Bible study and Christian
service, that their character and conduct may be consonant with their belief. It shall thus associate them with
the students of the world for the advancement of the Kingdom of God. It
shall further seek to enlist their devotion to the Christian Church and to
the religious work of the institution.
"Any women of the institution may
become a member of the Association
who has been accepted by the cabinet
and endorsed by the Association.

"In order to conserve the purpose
of this Association, office holding and
voting power shall be vested in those
members of the Association who are
members of the Protestant Evangelical churches and thereby already cornmitted to the fulfillment of the purpose of the organization."
We want you to think about the
Y. W. C. A. and what it means.
After careful consideration we hope
your decision will lead you to join
the Association and become a world
citizen.

In all the years of the history of
C. P. S., this is the most promising
one for the Y. M. C. A. This is
the case in at least two ways.
We have the most material with
which to work, and war conditions
so intensifies our program as to give
our promise a tinge of challenge.
The question is: Can we put it over
with military precision, and yet at the
same time remember the body, mind,
and spirit? This is our task and shall
be our endeavor!
The Y. M. C. A. is not an organization that will be left behind when the
men leave here, but rather one which
shall be taken along with them as a
comfort and companion, even to the
Front.
Our programs will be colored largely by decisions and helpful suggestions received at the recent Oregon
Conference. They will be adjusted
also to suit the needs of the boys in
every possible way, and in all harmony with the military regulations.
We have confidence in our cabinet
to execute business wisely and to the
interest of the boys. New officers follow:
President ..........Harry Gardner
Vice President .........Loyd Buik
Secretary ...........Russell Athow
Treasurer .............Russell Clay
Marmaduke Dodsworth is c h a i rman of the Bible Study Committee;
Arthur C o t t o n, of the Membership
Committee, and Leon Bain, of the
Mission Study Committee.

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
We Solicit Your Patronage

CENTRAL LUNCH
Corner of 11th and Commerce
Phone Main 5309

Choicest of Flowers

Artistically Arranged

HAYDEN-WATSON CO.
FLORISTS

I
I For full supply best Flowers

+

I on the market for all occasions
go to the

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS
I Main 7732

936 Broadway

Headquarters for School Textbooks and School Supplies
DRAWING SETS

I

Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pens, Irving Pitt Loose Leaf
Books, Cameras and Pho- I
to Supplies

-
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J. F. VISELL CO.

I

n114 So. 12th St. Main 7656
I

EYES TESTED RIGHT
GLASSES FITTED RIGHT

-

PRICES RIGHT

I

CAS WELL OPTICAL CO.

I

Cor. 9th and St. Helens Ave.

I

BUY LIBERTY BONDS

BITNEY & SON GROCERS
Main 735

I

Phone Main 300
938 Broadway

WELL-KNOWN MEN IN S. A. T. C.
high schools conclude that we are the
only "tin cans in the alley," because
we will certainly have to admit that
the outside cities are well represented.
Olympia is sending two men, Hay..
cox and Cunningham. Harris, Provoe, Williams, and Van Walker are
from Oakville. Other men include
Beeker, of Chehalis; Morgan, of Orting; Groth, of Vancouver; the Williston brothers, of Morton; Giddings, of
Rainier, and Foster, of Lebam. C.
P. S. is expecting to hear from these
men also.
Every man in the company realizes
that he is there to work, and is ready
for orders. Moreover, there is enthusiasm to burnt "Pepper" is the
keynote and password, and if there
isn't something doing all the time, we
miss our guess. Watch the S. A.
T. C.!

=

Sprague and South 8th
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THE NEW OFFICERS INTRODUCED
Just Received a New Lot of Rand
McNally's WESTERN FRONT
Price, 25c
Keep Your Eye on the
American Lads

P. K. PIRRET & Co.
910 Broadway

ATTENTION!
S. A. T. C. MEN
A photograph makes an ideal
Christmas gift for your friends.
Have your work done early-

HARRISON CLARK
PHOTOGRAPHER
Phone M 631

229 Providence Bldg.

Say It in Flowers

H. W. MANIKE
"The College Florist"
All Kinds of Holland Bulbs to
Send to Mother

THE BOOK EXCHANGE
913 Pacific Avenue
Dealers in Books, Stationery,
Fishing Tackle, Flashlights,
Purses, Pocket Knives, Drawin
Instruments and Filing Devices,
Translations of the Classics
in Pocket Size, Suitable for
School Use.
MECHANICAL AND TECHNICAL
BOOKS OF ALL KINDS

Headquarters for Military HatsSTETSON'S, MALLORY'S CRAVENETTED, E. V. CONNETT & CO.
Three of the Best Uniforms Hats
Made—$5.00 to $8.00

BURNSIDE HAT SHOP
948 Pacific Ave.

+'----'—"...... ...... —,n-- 4.
SORORITIES and CLASS PINS
made to your order. In fact we
• manufacture anything in the
Jewelry Line

WALTERS BROS, Jewelers
R. R. Watch Inspectors
1201 21 Pac. Ave
Opp. Crown Drug Store

At Fir8t Student Assemblies—S. A. T C.
Officers Were Also Present

With a lively program of songs,
yells and speeches, the first Student
Assembly of the year was in charge
of the new officers. President Todd
was also present, and introduced Major Patten, Commanding Officer of
the S. A. T. C.
The program was in charge of
Marmaduke Dodsworth, the new president of the Student Body. Talks
were given by the following new officers: Alice Baker, Vice-President;
Harold Young, Treasurer; Vera Sinclair, Editor of "The Trail;" Mabel
Amende, President of the Y. W. C. A.
and Harry Gardner, President of the
Y. M. C. A. Mr. Dodsworth also
outlined plans for the year's work,
the Assembly closing with an open
discussion on "The Trail.'
The songs, "Here's to Puget Sound"
and "There is a School on Puget
Sound' were directed by Leon Baja,
with Lois Noble at the piano. Everett Buckley led the yells.
At the second Assembly, Lieut.
Sampson gave a short talk on the
plans of the S. A. T. C. and iirobable
orders and restrictions. He incidentally gave some valuable advice to the
girls!
The following officers, who had just
been elected, were introduced also:
Marion Myers, Chairman of Musicar
Activities; Loyd Burk, business mallager of "The Trail", Harry Gardner,
Manager of Debating and Oratory;
and Harold Young, Manager of Arthletics. Each responded with a speech
on his department.
The organized student body, known
as the Associated Students, has generel direction and charge of all College activities with the faculty in
advisory relation. This embraces,
athletics, student publications, debating and oratorical contests, glee clubs,
band, literary, social and certain religious activities. Direction of activities is exercised mainly thru the Central Board composed of the officiary
of the Associated Students and a representative of each subordinate organization and three advisory representatives from the faculty. The
members on Central Board for this
year are Mr. Dodsworth, Miss Baker,
Miss Goulder, Mr. Young, Mr. Burk,
Dean Morton, Miss Myers, Mr. Gardner, Miss Pleasants, Miss Hallin, Miss
Sinclair, Mi. Simons, and Mi. Erp.

BUY LIBERTY BONDS

Hooverized Ice Creams and Candies

CHOCOLATE SHOP

Mark Disch says: "The eye test and
that preliminary business was the
best part of the examination."
We'll say it isOh, well, we all liked her!

908 Bdwy. Tacoma Theatre Bldg.

Art Cotton: "Why do you buy such
classy shoes in two tones?"
Heinie B.: "To covel the cords!"
Chester Ellis wants to know who
the girl is who asked if he could
fight like he can love!
The fender on Kirkbride's machine
verifies Pearne's report that someone
had a ripping good time.

Burk: "My watch runs better since
I took it to the jeweler. You otta
seen what he took out of it!'
Clay: "What?"
Burk: "A bed bug!!"
Clay (excitedly) : "How'd it get
in?"
Burk: "Between the tick!!
SOPHOMORES
Positive proof has been given that
the Sophomores are not lacking in
spirit. You could not help but hear

EVERYBODY BOOSTS

OLYMPIC ICE CREAM
BECAUSE THEY LIKE IT
OLYMPIC ICE CREAM CO.

954 Court C
Main 7919

PLAIN AND FANCY ICE CREAM FOR ALL OCCASIONS

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

ORVILLE GILBERT
DELICATESSEN

Bakery Goods, Ice Cream, and. Confectionery
Royal Ice Cream Products a Specialty

Phone M-2187

2901 Sixth Ave.

Tacoma, Wash.

BUY LIBERTY BONDS
the effervescing of our spirits above
the feeble efforts the "Frosh" made
Saturday evening at the "Mixer."
That was only a small sample of
what we are going to do this year.
We were the first class to organize,
and with our new officers we are
going to make history this year for
C. P. 5.! Just cast your eyes on
the following names and see if you
don't agree with us:
President ...........Marion Myers
Vice-President. . Elizabeth Pangborne
Secretary ...........Frances King
Treasurer .........El-mine Warren
Central Board Representative.
Anton Erp
Sergeant-at-Arms......Clyde Kinch
Perhaps you are smiling because
of the noticeable scarcity of men in
our class of '21. But remember the
old saying about the one who smiles
last, for our men make up in vim
what they lack in numbers. The
music for our class song which you
enjoyed Saturday evening was written by Corporal Brown, and Everett
Buckley, another m e m b e r of our
class, has been on an important trip
for the S. A. T. C. So our boys are
continually doing 'things!
Our girls are very modest, but
they are also contributing to a richer
college life. It was due to Miss Olive
Martin and a number of Sophomores
that you enjoyed the Mixer so much.
The manager of musical activities is
also a prominent member of our
class.
"We're just the c r o w d to make
things hum,
oh,
'21!"
'21,
THE MIXER
(As seen by a "Frosh")
Just before the receiving line was
disbanded, a loud noise was heard,
and the poor, scared Sophomores
crouched near the piano. One sat
on the stool and tried harmonious
discords.- But the loud noise came

And at last it burst in the
on!
room with a
Whod wa,
Whoo we,
Freshie, Freshie!
And they were all done up in baby
bonnets and bibs, with 22's on them.
Clever? Well I should say! Our
Soph friends tried the scales, and
tried to warble "Where do we go
from here, boys?" with revised, cutting, sarcastic, monosyllabic words
at those "Bonnie, Bonnie Freshmen!"
Anyway, the babies had the stronger voices, and our poor Sophomore
friends' cooings faded away, and the
Freshmen went down the line and
gave those "Welcome-givers" some
hand-shakes!
Where are the Seniors of yesteryear?
With the same spirit shown in every activity during their four years
at College here, every boy in the
class of '18 has entered the Service.
Paul Hanawalt, president of the
class, has almost finished his training at the Naval Training Station
at the U. of W.
Keith Goodman is in the Officers
Material School in the Naval Training Station in Seattle.
Percy Harader is now stationed at
the Base Hospital at Camp Lewis.
Ted Dunlap is in the Students'
Army Training Corps at the U. of
W., and is also specializing in Chem-istry.
Three of the girls, Miss Mildred
Pollom, Miss Eunice Merritt, and
Miss Alta Miller, are teaching in
the Adna High School, and Miss
Norma Bowen, in the Vader High
School. Miss Cora Scheibner is at
her home in Wilbur. Miss Elizabeth
Shackleford is assisting her father,
Judge Shackleford, and Miss Anna
Easton is Assistant Cashier at the
Puget Sound Bank and Trust Company.
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BIG PLANS FOR MUSIC
.4

Mei—Attention!
That looks familiar, do€sn't it? You
have read that announcement on so
many bulletin boards that you probably know it by heart. Those are
not the last music announcements
that you are going to see and you
will hear more in the future!
Here is just a little peep at some
of last year's musical organizations,
and a little forecast of what we are
planning for this year.
The Chapel Choir was splendid!
It was under the direct supervision
of Dr. Robert L. Schofield, and will
be again this year.
We did not have a Men's Glee Club
last year, but will have one this year,
as there is real musical talent for one!
Altho there is only one member
of last year's Men's Quartet here
this year, we are going to have one
of the best quartets that C. P. S.
has ever had!
There will be a Women's Quartet
also, as they are not going to be
outdone by the men!
A Woman's Glee Club will be formed again under the direction of Mrs.
Robert L. Schofield. We are hoping
to enjoy more out-of-town trips this
year!
The orchestra of last year certainly
did good work, and was enjoyed by
all C. P. S.'ers. This year we are
going to have an orchestra that will
* * * well, just wait until you
hear it! Sousa will be begging on
bended knee for our members to join
his Band!
Last, but not least, is the Stringed
Sextet. Both the Women's and Men's
Dormitories enjoyed the serenades of
last year, and the Sextet was also
well known and very popular at many
of the small towns near Tacoma.
This year we are going to more
than live up to last year's reputation.
We are going to surpass it, leaving
it in the dim past. It is for you to do
all this! We need more instruments
for the orchestra. The Stringed Sextet needs more instruments, also. You
will be sorry if you are not in some
of these organizations. Get the Musical Spirit of C. P. S.! Don't wait
until it is too late. "Do it now!"
ARMENIAN-SYRIAN RELIEF
The Associated Student Body has
very kindly given the Tacoma Committee for Armenian and Syrian Relief quarters in the Student Body
room. It is expected that this arrangement will work out to the mutual advantage of both the students
and the Committee. A joint telephone will soon be installed in the
Student Body room, and students will
be expected to use this 'phone in
preference to the one in the office.
With the War Chest drive coming
on during the latter part of November, the nation-wide drive for relief
which had been scheduled for that
time has been postponed until the
11th of January. However, the Tacoma and Pierce County quota for
Armenian and Syrian Relief, as fixed
by the State Council of Defense, is
$26,100, a large part of which should
be raised before the drive week. Most
urgent appeals for money are reaching Tacoma from Western Asia thru
the National Committee, and with
winter coming on, the sulfering and
starvation is bound to increase. Miss
Olive Brown is the Secretary, and is
devoting her entire time to the work.
It is earnestly hoped that the College students will give this work their

hearty support, both financially and
otherwise. Their assistance would indeed be valuable in giving the cause
publicity.
-9
INFLUENZA SCARE CLOSES
COLLEGE

I

"Gibson" Mandolins and Guitars Sold on Easy Payments

SUN DRUG COMPANY
6th & Anderson St.

-9
Continued from Page One

health officer.
It was imperative to close the college, according to Dr. Wilson, so
that every precaution might be taken
to prevent the spread of the disease.
Altho a number of cases have been
reported from Camp Lewis and the
city, yet no influenza has developed
among the student body. So it is
expected that the College can resume work soon.
Altho all c o 11 e g e classes were
closed as soon as the order was issued, the work of the S. A. T. C.
was kept going until orders came
from Major Patten at Seattle to close
all work except drill. The days are
now being spent by the boys in finishing up the barracks, drilling, sauntering over the Campus, and keepir.g the
pianos busy. This vacation space is
being utilized by the boys in "learning C. P. S.!"
-9

PERSONALS
-4
Sambo: "Yo' mudder takes in
washin' now, don' she?"
Rastus: "Cose she does. T h in k
she'd leab it out wit' yo' and yo' old
man 'roun'?"
-9-9
When we hear a "Russel," we know
that Clay is around!
-9-9
Irene Doran: "When I was in the
country last fall, I used to take long
walks for my complexion."
Lois Noble: "That is the worst part
of the country. It is always so far
to the drug stores."

Are you particular about your prescriptions?

WE ARE!!
S. A. T. C. ESTABLISHED AT
C. P. S.
-9

Books of most all description,

Continued from Page On

fine Stationery and Office Supplies,.

istry, Biology, Military Topography,
Descriptive Geometry, Military Law,
Map-drawing and Physical Training.
The object of establishing units of
the S. A. T. C. is to utilize effectively
the plant, equipment and organization of the colleges for selecting and
training officer candidates and technical experts for service in the existing emergency.
Each registrant becomes a soldier
in the U. S. Army, upon admission to
the S. A. T. C.
From time to time, in accordance
with the needs of the Service, and
the qualifications of the individual, it
will be the policy of the government
to assign members of the S. A. T. C.
to an officers' or non-commissioned
officers' training camp. It is expected
that when men are taken out, their
p 1 a c e s will be filled by men from
Camp Lewis.
-9 -9-9

Fountain Pens and Fishing Tackle

The L in c o 1 nites admit that the
Stadium contingent is the s e c o n d
best-looking crowd in the Corps!

are sold by

THE BOOK EXCHANGE

913 Pacific Ave.
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and

Fi nishin g
The Best
Anywhere

5

SHAW SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1015 PacifIc Ave.

-9 -9

Gladys Moe says she thinks it is
best to have a few real steadies!
4

-4

Frank Willist.on: "I slept like a
log—"
His Twin: "With a saw going thru
it!"
4 4

HE KNEW
Old Maid: "The moonlight does certainly make me feel romantic."
He: "Let's go inside."
.4 .4 •

A committee of Y. M. C. A. girls
served chocolate and wafers to the
faculty at faculty meeting the other
night. The girls were s o m e w h a t
dubious at first as to whether to intrude upon this distinguished assembly. Therefore their knock was a
very timid one. Dean Morton opened
toe door, and then announced to the
faculty the girls' mission. Without
a second's hesitation, Prof. Harvey
arose and with a smile that spread
from ear to ear, said: "I move the
refreshments be accepted!"
-9

-9 -9

Everett Buckley and Harold Young
left last Saturday morning for a
motor trip thru the principal towns
and cities south of Tacoma, in the
interest of the S. A. T. C. They arrived h o m e Wednesday afternoon,
after visiting Olympia, Tenino, Centralia, Chehalis, Grand Mound, Oakville, Cedarville, Kelso, K 1 a m a t h,
Castle Rock, Winlock, Napavine, and
Adna. They report a fine time, and
good work done for the S. A. T. C.!
-9 -9 -9

Guess Brown and Ellis failed to
hear it.

RHODES BROTHERS THE
YOUNG MEN'S STORE
STORE where young men
and men of youthful
tastes always find that
their needs and wants have been
anticipated.
Where stocks are selected with
full knowledge of their tastes and
requirements and where they are
certain of finding apparel of the
quality that they desire. A very
complete showing this season of
new fall clothing, in all the best
styles and a wide diversity of
good modes.
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Whether you want the snappiest of "college clothes,"
something of conservative style, or, if your country's call
makes civilian clothing no longer necessary, military uniforms
and overcoats of best obtainable quality.
Whatever your partcular requirements may be, you will
find opportunity for selections here that affords the best styles
of the season, materials of dependable quality, and tailoring
that insures perfect fitting garments and long satisfactory service.
Young men are always welcome in Rhodes' Men's Shop,
and we invite you to make an early "acquaintance call," whether
you have any present needs or not.
Rhodes Standard Clothes priced $15.00 to $50.00.
Rhodes College Clothes, priced $15.00 to $35.00
Military Uniforms, priced $35.00 to $55.00.

Ahodes Brothers h
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